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ABSTRACT 
Hydrogen is a vitality bearer which can change our fossil fuel subordinate economy to a hydrogen 

economy. It is an eco-accommodating fuel which has zero emanations. Because of the fast environmental change, 

our reality is confronting it is essential to move from fossil mileage to hydrogen economy. There has been 

exceptional examination in the generation strategies for Hydrogen. Driving automakers like the General Motors, 

Toyota has set up R&D to recognize different creation techniques for hydrogen. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogen is the fuel without bounds. Hydrogen is a vitality transporter that can be utilized as a part of 

inner burning motors or power modules creating for all intents and purposes no nursery gas outflows when 

combusted with oxygen. The main huge outflow is water vapour. Hydrogen generation and capacity is as of now 

experiencing broad exploration. A sun powered hydrogen framework can give the method for an absolutely 

discharges free strategy for delivering hydrogen. Hydrogen is the most copious component in the Universe making 

up around seventy five percent of the considerable number of matters. The climate contains around 0.07% 

hydrogen while the earth surface contains around 0.14% hydrogen. Hydrogen is the lightest component. The higher 

which empower inside burning motor running on exceptionally incline blends. 

Characteristics of hydrogen: 

 Hydrogen does not occur freely in nature. 

 It can be modified by fossil fuel or by natural gas.  

 This aspect indicates that hydrogen is like with the usage of electricity.  

 The combination of oxygen from the air and water through electricity produce Hydrogen Fuel Cell.  

 Sufficient electricity can be produced to power electric vehicle when hydrogen and oxygen from the air are 

fed into the proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack.  

 Enough electricity can be produced to power electric vehicles. 

 Hydrogen is one of two natural elements that combine to make water. 

 Hydrogen is an energy carrier and it is not an energy source because it takes a great amount of energy to 

extort from water. One of the uses in terms of energy sources is in the use of batteries and fuel cell. 

 Companies, nowadays, are trying to develop technologies that can efficiently take advantage of the use of 

hydrogen. 

Production method of hydrogen: In this journal I have discussed the DC electrolysis method of production of 

hydrogen fuel. This is one of the convenient and cost effective methods of production of hydrogen. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

An electrolytic cell reactor comprises of anode and cathode in stainless steel material. Cathode made in 

stainless steel channel 210 mm length with the distance across of 25 mm and 210 mm length of stainless steel pole 

with the width of 20 mm utilized as an anode. The holder external divider is a temperature resistive PVC channel 

with an aggregate length of 300 mm and 50 mm width with arrangements of gas release less end top with anode-

cathode connectors. Figure 1 demonstrates the development of the Electrolytic cell. 

 
Figutr.1. Electrolytic cell design 

The over stream and outlet gas stream vents are given to embed temperature resistive hose to take out the 

gas. Two arrangements of electrolytic cell are utilized as a part of the hydrogen creation. 12V DC power supply is 

utilized straightforwardly and DC power adjusted into nano beat DC power connected and thought about. Nano 

beat power supply circuit for the water electrolysis in light of the impelling vitality source (IES) circuit with a 
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static thyristor (SI Thy). In this circuit, the entryway of the static thyristor is associated with the anode through a 

diode. At the point when the IES is exchanged ON the current through the impelling loop progressively 

increments. At the point when the Field Effect Transistor (FET) is exchanged off at a specific current level the 

present stream is in a split second exchanged off and the reverse voltage is affected through the loop (LI). This 

circuit is the least complex and most reduced (Naohiro Shimizu, 2006). From this circuit, the connected 

parameters, voltage, current, recurrence and the ideal qualities can be controlled by variable resistance and 

capacitance of circuit and the generation of hydrogen contrasted and the info power. The Electrolytic cells are 

associated with the yield of nano-heartbeat circuits positive and cathodes are associated with negative. 

Unadulterated water is an awful conductor consequently NaOH is added to build the conductivity. The streamlined 

substance focus, ideal voltage, current and information recurrence are examined with hydrogen creation stream 

rate. The electrolytic cell outlet gas was broke down with the assistance of Thermo Finigan makes Gas 

Chromatography (GC). Information source is 0-24 volt DC power supply made by Aplab. Recurrence varieties 

supplied by Agilent make Function generator. The nano beat waveforms are complied with Agilent make Digital 

stockpiling Oscilloscope. The conductivity and pH qualities are broke down according to the strategy for the 

standard. 

 
Figure.2. Nano pulse circuit 

 

3. RESULTS  

In this study DC 12V force supply is utilized as a wellspring of electrolytic cell and examinations are done 

in both techniques and the force utilizations are contemplated. Expanding the electrical conductivity of 

demineralised (DM) water by including the NaOH focus with the scopes of 0.5-15 g/L with the progression 

augmentation of 0.5 g/L. The information is gathered in every focus steps and dissected. From the substance 

investigation, it is presumed that the ideal pH worth is 12.58, conductive reach is 17.53 mS/cm and NaOH focus is 

4 g/L and hydrogen stream rate got is 0.58 mL/Sec. The ordinary DC Electrolysis the force enter specifically 

connected to the electrolytic cell and the accompanying results were acquired. The most extreme hydrogen yield of 

0.58 mL/Sec got at 18 watts. The impact of nano beat DC electrolysis, the information force, and hydrogen 

generation rate was dissected and the info power required is just 0.57 Watts for the same hydrogen yield by the 

traditional DC electrolysis. The outcomes demonstrate that the beat DC electrolysis is more successful and force 

investment funds. In greatest hydrogen yield, the power required in beat force is 0.57 Watts. While the customary 

DC power required is 18 Watts. The waveforms of the info force of the electrolytic cell are gotten by the rapid 

oscilloscope and found that it is the throbbing beat of 200 nanoseconds with recurrence 100 MHz. The info power 

required for the generation of 0.58 mL/Sec with customary DC source is 18 watts. In any case, the use of nano beat 

power supply power required is just 0.58 Watts (Dharmaraj, 2012). 

4. CONCLUSION 

Due to the rapid decrease in the fossil fuel reserves the demand for alternate fuels are increasing. Though 

there are other alternate fuels such as ethanol, hydrogen is considered to be the cleanest of all. Hence researchers 

are concentrating more in hydrogen fuels. But the production and storage of hydrogen fuels have always been an 

issue. These issues ought to be sort out by the scientists so that clean alternate energy can be utilised to the 

maximum for the benefit of future generations. 
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